
Available summer 2020

NEW in our product range and in our OFFENSIVE 
CAMPAIGN 2020, the Peddinghaus small sledge hammer 
PROTECT with metal protection sleeve and hickory handle!

The small sledge hammer with metal protection sleeve is 
the perfect hammer for the craftsman. The forged head 
according to DIN 6475 convinces with proven Peddinghaus 
quality.
Made of quality steel of grade C45.
- drop forged and polished - carefully hardened and 
tempered - rust-proof thanks to powder coating.

It is handcrafted with a clean fi nish proper edge break.
The hickory handle lies well and balanced in the hand.

The metal protection sleeve protects the handle from 
impact. This prevents the handles from breaking and 
guarantees a long service life.

The Peddinghaus small sledge hammer ULTRATEC is 
another model in our extensive Hammer range.

Its unbreakable 3-component handle ULTRATEC is 
securely glued and permanently attached to the hammer 
head using special adhesive.
The fi breglass core is covered by an ergonomically shaped 
carrier layer made of polypropylene, which absorbs 
vibrations - for fatigue-free working.
The grip layer made of elastomer makes it non-slip, 
ergonomic and durable.

Offi cially available in summer 2020 - the small sledge 
hammer NANOVIB® Peddinghaus by Leborgne.
Thanks to the patented nanovib® handle, the hammer 
absorbs 45% of vibrations, thereby reducing the risk of 
occupation-specifi c concomitant diseases.
Nanovib® the new and professional solution to avoid work-
strain on the construction site.
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Further information and many exciting products can be found at:
http://ecatalog-phv.maqprint.fr/famille.php?fam_id=683&lang=en

Quality made in France.

Available in three sizes:
1,000g / 1,250g / 1,500g. according to DIN 6475

Available in four sizes:
1,000g / 1,250g / 1,500g / 2,000g - according to DIN 1041


